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Rq.ffle To Assist Jesuit Missionary Band Gets Under Way
BY RO~ERT E. CUMMINS
Brothers, that man's here
i'gain ! This year he's Cheating
Death! It's a Ride for Life! Will
the Villain foreclose? He can't;
the Patna Danby is coming off.
Yes sir, the Skin Game is no
more, This year. it's the Patna
Darby. A
lot of you
men are
interested
in horses
one way·
or another, so let's
off to the
races.This year.
the Patna:
Raftie, an
.
annual scandal. at Xavier, will

be more colossal, more gigantic
and spectacular than ever 1b efore.
And there's a reason. At present there are in India sixty million ct! Ghandi's "great unwashed untouchaibles" seeking refuge
in a religfon which will -assure
them social secur.ity. There are
two courses open to them, Catholicism and Mohammedanism.
These kids in the three cornered
slacks are open-minded on the
subject and in a receptive mood.
If we can get the money to send
missionaries over to receive
them, there wm be millions of
conversions: I say "we" because
"theiT faith ith in our ·hanth." If
we send the fathers over to baptibe them they rush <to Catholicism like <the Lenter fasters to
loonch. But the long green is
needed ,badly or the unibathed go

Dehalers To
Meet Cleveland
College Tonite

NEWS MAILED HOME

Fenn College To Be
Guest Of Xavier
A Xav.ier delbate team consisting of John E. Fogarty, Edward
J. Kennedy,. and AlbeTt A. Stephan will meet a three-man
. -team...:from~Fenn ..College, Cleveland, tonight in the Loblby of the
Biology Building on 'the campus.
Xavier will uphold the negative side c:Jf the question, "Resolved, that Congress should
have ~he power to fix minimum
wages and maximum ihours for
industry." The debate will be
followed iby a decision. · It i'> to
·
7
All
begin at : 30.
students of
the University have ibeen invited
Attendance ihas ,:1...een
to a ""~nd.
..,.,
"'
made .compulsory for the members of the PhHopedian Debate
Society.

Beginning today, the Xaverian News will be mailed to
every subscriber including tlie
students. A secQnd class postage permit has been securell.
If you know of any prospective
subscribers to the News, kindly
submit their names to Leo c.
Voet, Business Manager, The
Xaverian News.

to a death-a spiritual death. It's
up to the Darby to help them.
Patna Derby
There are three hundred and
for.ty stu- people, •at Xavier.
These people have been divided
into thirty fouT ten men teams
with a captain or bookie at the
head. The bookie will be respons1ble to the <:lass president who
in turn will answer to ·:the man
which runs the affair, Father
Welfle. Place your. bets on the
Da11by with rthe ,bookies. The
idea is ta sell as many books of
chances as possible; it •P'ays off at
20-1, the prize for the team selling the most books being a dou·
ble sawbuck. A fin goes <to the
gent who sells If.he most :books.
Try a parley.
Regular Bookie
The 1progress of the race will

be recorded on the Darby board
near the . chief bookie's headquarters. Watch it. It sould ibe
a neck and neck race. Twenty
bucks ain't to be sneezed at, and
for a fin I'd split a lung. They';re
at the post.
Purse Offered
As for the ·purse! It's terrific.
For a measley, :thin, emadated
dime you can win a Corona Portable typewriteT, and get thois,
with an Iv,ory shift. That is it
floats.
A genuine floodproof
floating shift.
Trophy No. 2 is a five tube radio featuring short wave -and the
magic eye. It's a bargain! Europe at your feet for a dime. Buy
a book of tickets and be a Napoleon. Look out, MussolinH
A 15 caTat gold wrist watch
positively guaranteed not to tU'rn

Two Xavier Delegates
Will Attend Congress

Xavier University will be repThe Congress, which is being
resented by two delegates at <the held in connection with Catholic
National Catholic Press Congress Press Month, February, will be
to be held in Milwaukee, Wis., devoted to a consideration of the
Satu:r:day and Sunday, according Catholic Press as a medium of
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . to announcement made yester- Catholic Action.
L·
T B
day by Rev. C. J. Steiner, S. J.,
Mr. J. L. O'Sullivan, dean of
... -~~p~llr1.'e.~s,8e,. .n
.. toe.'d·'· ~T-~..... ~n···I:-g-~h~t' m99.~1l.~<?~ ,QLP!-l:R.lic.11tJon~.- . , ~ th~ Marq\lette University School
The Xavier delegates will· be .of Journalism,-·is.. - convention
Vincent E. Smith, editor in chief
(Continued on Page 8)
of The Xaverian News and Ed·
. A series of lectures beginning ward J. ~ennedy, Jr., news edilast Wednesday evening, ·contin- tor.
uing each week throughout the
The Congress is being sponsorsecond semester, will be given at ed by the Catholic School Press
the Xavier University Downtown Association which has its head·
College en the :subject, '.'How to quarters at Marquette University.
The Spanish Club of Xavier
meet and deal w1th the public in
conjunction with the selling of
To Join
Uuniversity and the corresponding organization of the UniverLife Insurance."
Xavier will J'oin'the A!;sociation s1'ty of 'c·1ncinna
. t'1 w1·11 ,h oId a
·The lectures will be given iby at the meeting, it was announced. combined meeting tomorrow afEdwin A. Boalt, C. L. U., who is
Among the many prominent ternoon in the lobby of the Biolsales director for a local insur- Catholic journalists to appear on ogy Building, Prof. Salvador
ance agency and .is a specialist the speaking program at <the Con- Bonilla.,Sosa announced this
in this field;
gress are Rev. Dr. Paul Hanley week.
•Registration for these lectures Furfey, acting head of the deAt this jaint meeting ithere
is being taken at the offices of partment of sociology at the will be a discussion of the differthe Xavier downtown college, Catholic University, Washington, ent phases of Iberian literature,
520 Sycamore .Street. Late reg- D. C., Rev. Daniel A. Lord, S. J., history, and art, and a general
istration for all other courses of Sodality organizer and editor of conversation in Spanish.
After
the second semester curriculum The Queen's Work, and iDr. Ross the meeting Spanish games will
will continue all this week until J. S. Hoffmann, professor of his- be played and refreshmen<ts will
Saturday.
tory at New York University.
be served in Spanish style.
-----------------------------------------

0

:i

Prom Commitee Decides On
April 23 As Date For Event

..... .................................

I

Sodalists Given
New A.ctivity By
Mission Crusade
Intensive Study Of
Communism Is Urged
An intensive campaign will be
inaugurated by the Senior Sodality tomorrow morning to study
the causes, evils, and remedies of
Communism~ a ccording to

a n

Spanish Club To
Hold Joint Meeting

Loss To Marquette
Xavier dropped the first of its
intercollegiate debates last week,
when Leonard IC. Gartner and
Vincent E. Smith lost to a team
representing Marquette University. · Marquette upheld the affirmative side of the minimum
wage question. Frank X. Brearton, Cincinnati attorney, rendered the decision.
Next week a two-man team
consisting of Leanard C. Gart- .
ner .and Vincent E. Smith will
meet Depaul, Loyola, Purdue,
Marquette, Notre Dame, Beloit,
and possibly Valparaiso. The
Xavier debaters will uphold the
affirmative. side of the minimum
Waves of relief spread through
wage question.
the corridors of the University
and eddied into the corridors in
ripples as Albert A. Stephan,
Chairman of the Junior Prom
• • • The
Committee, announced that the
new date has been set for April
23. Those who feared tha.t the
recent "official Emergency Car"
At Xavier •••
epidemic had washed the event
.._
off the schedule were reassured
-TOMORROW: Sodality meeting by the announcement which also
immediately after Mass at stated that the Hall of Mirrors
which the first in a series of dis- was again slated as the place.
cussions on "Communism" will
The flood forced the commitbe held . . . "The Madonna In tee to begin anew with their
Art," a Dante Club lecture to be plans which had been nearly
presented tomorrow nigP,t at the complete at the 74 ft. stage.
Good Samaritan Hospital. SatOther Orchestra
urday: Basketball game, Xavier
Since Maurice Spitalny cannot
versus Ohio University. Monday:
Meeting of the Poland Philoped- appear on the new date, another
ian Society. Monday: Basketball orchestra must be contracted.
PAUL M. KELLY,
game, Xavier versus the Univer- Stephan has received bids from
Junior Class President
the
popular
maestros
Johnny
sity of Kentucky ·at Lexington.
Migration Day. -Tuesday: Debate Hamp and Clyde McCoy. Both country. Hamp, it will be rebands are popular throughout the membered ,was on hand to open
trip ·to Milwaukee.

WEEK

green with the trees this spring
is the third prize. It is some potaito and we are assured it will
keep time all day.
The one who grabs fctUr:th spot
gets skinned - a ·genuine unshaven leopard pelt free of
moths. There are quJte a few
spots on it, .but iot's authentic.
Last but not least an artistically hand caTved ivory s·batue of
Our Lady---.a real piece of chiselling. It's a ,steal.
Until March 5
With this- .tempting bait, you
should get the one eveTY minute.
A dime per, three for a quarter,
one do1lar per book. Parley
over March 5.
"Let's get after the thin men!"
The raffle will continue for 15
days according to an announcement by ,Father Welfle.

the Pavillon Caprice originally.
McCoy is making a tour of campi in the middle-west and will
play for Indiana and Butler dur-

Revised Calendar
A revised social calendar approved by the Central Social
Committee at its last meeting
is as follows:
April 2-Military Ball.
April 23-Junior Prom.
May 18-Xavier Boatrlde.
May 21-Junior Ball.
May 27-Clef Club Formal.
The calendar was revised
because of flood condition's.
ing April. Several other bids are
expected next week and topnotch music is expected.
In accordance with the custom
of the past two years, the Evening Division of the University
(Continued on Page 8)

a n-

n ouncement made
yesterday
by Leonard
C.
Gartner,
prefect of
the Sodality .

The oamp a i g n is
the result
of a taik given before the Sodality by Rev. John E. Kuhn, local
moderator of the Catholic Students Mission Crusade in which
he was asked to point out a definite plan of action to be undertaken by the Xavier So'dality in
furthering the interests of the
CSMC.
Benefits
Father Kuhn outlined the benefits of missionary interest afar
and in the United States and declared that the age of the present
is valuable to the college student
because it enables him to use his
talent to the utmost in promoting
(Continued on Page 8)
L. C. Gartner

Foundation And
Cherub 'Highdays
Rescheduled
Postponement of Oherub and
Foundation Highdays, hoth of
whioh were to have ·been iheld
last night at one meeting in the
Union House, was announced
Tuesday by the Rev. Paul J.
Sweeney, S. J., faculty patron of
the Mermaid Tavern. A conflict
with the alumni basketball game
was the ,cause of the postponement.
The meeting is nctW scheduled
for next Wednesday. The initiation of Charles W. Hughes,
newly elected freshman member,
and the reading of shor:t stories
a:bout Elizabethan literary men
will ;be features.

PAGETWO
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PACIFISM DENOUNCED
FROM CATHOLIC -,STAND

1

Five Plans Outlined For
Policy of Sane Neutral·
ity Without Cowardice.

R. 0. T. C. CITED
AS ABLE FACTOR
Prominent Authorities
Quoted To Support
Theme Of Proposed
Plan.

throes. The fight then is an ac- trality policies which were a
tive onet
leading cause in drawing us into
previous wars.
Cog In War Engine
4. Through legislation for the
No sane American desires war universal dra1!t of industry labor,
or a military government; nor on a practical basis, let us make
does an· America of free-people
b d •
wish its individual citizens to be- the next war every o y s war or
nobody's war.
come a cog in a compulsory war
5. Pending further real pro··
machine. But America must find gress towards peace and limitaa means to prevent war and to tion of armaments," we should
assure self-preservation in the maintain a military establishevent that war does come. The ment, adequate in all of its
answer is a preparedness, not branches, for ihe prime purpose
bui~d.ed by an enfor~ed milit.ary of keeping us out of war and
trammg, but }JY an mexpens1y~, secondly, for insuring that our
or~er!y, efficient and n?n-m1ll- country .will be adequately protan~hc . system, w:ierem ~h:e 'tected in case others force war
choice hes wholy with the citl- on us.
zen.-And the answer lies in the
These enumerated means are
same sector as do these subver- known collectively as The Five
sive organizations, in the schools Point Program.
·"Mr. Herber.t Hoover voiced
of higher learning,-the answer
is the R. 0. T. C., which is a po- the unbroken tradition of Amertent instrument against suppres- ica when he said that "the Nasion, an essential means of self- tional Defense is the first and
.defense, and a system which typ- most solemn obligation placed
ifies this government as a gov- on the Federal government by
ernment of the people.
the Constitution.' Our Supreme
There are according to Dr. Court has ruled repeatedly that
Healy, five means whereby we the government has a duty to
can avert war, means and plans maintain an adequate defense,
which are plausible and work- that every citizen, owes a recipable rather than impossible, Uto- rocal duty to defend his country
pian dreams, unworkable pana- and that no citizen is exempt
ceas, or clearly subversive pro- from this ·obligation for any reagl'ams:
son."
1. We should support all pracIt may seem trite to say that a
tical plans for both peace and country which is good enough in
arms reduction, while avoiding which to live is good enough to
impractical plans, which instead defend agairist any and all in·
of promoting these causes, actu- roads; but an adage still successally damages them.
ful and applicable is never out2. We should abstain from any moded.
'
aggression and extend the "Good
Remember, the battle is an ac·
Neighbor Policy" to the limit.
tive one which is being wagec.
3. We should revise those neu- and must be waged nowt

BY EDWARD. J. KENNEDY, JR.
That there is existent and actively organized in a great percentage of our American colleges
and universities, several youth
'lpeace organizations" is a fact
which needs no confi:qnation.
That these youth movements
are subversive and Communistic
at least in tendency is a horrible
truth which must be snuffed out
in its infancy by an Amerlca
which now lies dormant.
Dr. Thomas' Healy, Assistant
Dean, School of }"'oreign Service,
Georgetown, in an address before
the American Youth Congress,
enumerated the evils rampant in
these organizations, and, the
sources of aid, both moral and
financial, which enables these
movements :to thrive: "In the
past two years there has been
organized in American schools
and colleges, a number Qf so called student-societies whose main
. objective seems to be to cripple
1our National Defense and partic1ularly that keystone, the R. 0.
.T. C., while simultaneously promoting subversive movements of
all sorts.
"Subversive"
"The facts about these really
subversive so-called student so- Vcloz And Yolanda Pop•
cieties becomes evident on readularize Dance . Bands
ing their own literature . · .;
some of you may be surprised to
And Then Look For
discover that these groups are
not against war, they are against New Fields To Conquer
'imperialist' war. This term ineludes ·all wars, except the class
war - the world revolution BY ALBERT A. STEPHAN
whereby America and every othTwo weeks ago, over the ether
er capitalist bourgeois country is waves of the Mutual Broadcastto 'be ruthlessly and bloodily ing System, came this announceoverthrown in the name of peace! ment from the Empire Room of
"The publicity being given the Palmer House in Chicago,
these organizations is dang~rous, ·"This evening, Veloz and Yolanda
first because it is so well camou- close another of their record
flaged as to mislead some patri- breaking engagements here .in
otic youth, and, second, because Chicago.
But ibefore leaving,
it has received an alarming may I present Frank Veloz ·who
amount of support from other- has a special message for you."
wise respectable persons - pro- With that, Frank Veloz called to
fessors, clergymen, and even a the microphone George Hamiltan
few Senators and Congressmen. and informed him that in future
"Our defense is attacked pri- billings he would ibe ·booked as
marily because it stands in the --George Hamilton and his orway of destruction of these basic chestra instead of the Veloz ar:d
institutions they desire to replace Yolanda orchestra under the d1with the proletarian Soviet rection of George Hamilton. VeState."
loz and Yolari~a h_ad presented
Every well-informed. American ~n~ther splendid _gift to Amercollege student is aware that ica s dancmg public.
these societies are well-organiz~d
Latin American
t ·
groups which have b een 5 agmg
During ,the World's Fair in
nation-wide demonstrations at Chicago in 1933 and 1934, these
scheduled times for the past sev- two youthful Latin-American
eral years. Now by acquainting eJC!)onents of ball room dancing,
ourselves with the activities and Veloz and Yolanda, were .given
endeavors of the original Amer- a brief hooking at Chicago's fashican Youth Congress we should iona'ble Palmer House. In two
"seek out the true purpose for weeks time they were hailed as
which they strive. Modern day bhe "new king and queen of
Americans are wont to disregard American dance" and record
the continual warning of the breaking crowds jammed the disChurch and of sane American tinctive supper club in Chicago's
leaders that a certain minority loap during their extended encomposed of radical revolution- gagement. This success in·creasaries have made progress in ed as time passed and the fame
swelling their numbers from of these two artists ibecame naamong misled students; tihey are tion wide. They decided to
wont, also to believe that these adopt a band of their own ·and
groups, teaching a most irrational did so.
type of pacifism will wane and
"This is the music of the Veloz
die.-Actually, this condition will al'>d Yolanda orchestra, under
not starve, having been ignored, the direction of Shep Fields,"
by the majority; it will thrive on was the familiar radia greeting
a general attitude of passiveness, heard throughout the middle
until it holds America in its west. In addition ito their first

Dancing Pair Proves
Success For Orchestras

I

gift, themselves and their artful
dancing, Frank Veloz and the
beauti<fiul Yolanda, presented to
America a new style of dancing
syncopation, known as "Rippling
Rhythm." Soon after, the motion pictures called and following their brilliant successes in
the nation's smartest supper
clubs, Veloz and Yolanda went
to Hollywood.
The Riippling
Rhythm orchestra, which they
had guided to fame, was now
given its free r.i:ghts and 8hep
Fields and his or·chestTa ·Came into the dancing spotlight. The
first Veloz and Yolanda orchestra, .their second gift to the Amerir.an dancing public, toured the
east and 1lhe middle rwest in a
blaze of sensational acclaim.
"Th.e Champagne Waltz"
Last summer, !fallowing their
return from Hollywood where
they were-f-eatured in the current motion picture, "The Champagne Waltz," Veloz and Yolanda responded to the demands
of the countless-.patrons of._ ·our
nation's sup.per clubs and returned to thrill the youth dancers of
the country with their scintillating style. One of their first visits
was in Cincinnati at the Flor·entine Room of Hotel Gibson and
there they danced their way
further into the hearts of Cincinnatians. They presented also, the Veloz and Yolanda orchestra 'Under the direction of
George Hamilton. Now, in the
space of a short six months, this
organization has skyrocketed to
fame with its "Music-box Melody." Veloz and Yolanda have
now left .it to glory in its amazing success. Who knows, we
may soon ibe hearing of another
Veloz and Yolanda orchestra
which will assume its place
among the leaders of "styled"
dance rhyf.hm. Today, we have
Shep Fields and His Rippling
Rhythm Orchestra and George
Hamilton and His Music-box
Melody, •both ;fostered and developed iby America's aee dance
team Veloz and Yalanda.

X-planatory Notes
By
JJM HAUSl\lAN

CONGESTION
Dear M:r. J, H.:
Who is the guy congestion? A
brother with B. O.? For years I've
been leaving street cars by the
rear door in order to "avoid con·
gestion"' an'd I want to know
why!
Don MacEwen
Congestion is an overcrowded
condition.
Examples: (1) A triple date in
a coupe. (2) A free lunch room.
(3) Stermer in your trousers.
FAN MAIL
Dear Dorothy Dix:
The question that has been on
my mind for quite some time is
-how long will you be permitted to inflict your feather-brained column on the poor, defenseless people? At least we could
guard against typhoid by taking
shots!
Humph,
Sun Bonnet Sis.
To you and all other admirers,
I extend my thanx and appreci·
ation for your kind letters. The
rumor that I owe my success to
a certain breakfast cereal is false.
I owe it to Bob Lampe who lends
me the pencil to write my column each week.
WARNING
. To the men who seem to tbipk
that this is an advice to the love
lorn column-I will answer the
letters that I have received but
I doubt if I will be able to do so
in the future. For obvious reasons the ·full name of the inquir·
er will not be given. My answers:
To "Don MacE": I know she"s
gruff, but don't. be henpecked .
To "Lamp": Flit is used for
roaches.
"Brother Larry": You did not
tell me enough, What did you
do then?
'
"Giles": No, I wouldn't try to
make her jealous?

Xavier Places
Third In Eng·
lish Contest
Smith Awarded Fourth
· Place; Haughey And
Fox Win Honorable
Mention.
Xavier University was awarded third place in annual intercollegiate English contest according to announcement received
here last week from St. Louis.
Loyola carried off top honors
with 21 points. Loyola was second with 19. Xavier, 1by virtue
of the fourth place won iby Vincent E. Smith, was awarded 7
points.
The contest was open to ten
schools in the Chicago and Missouri provinces of the Jesuit order. They are, in addition to
Xavier, Detroit, John Carroll,
Loyola, Marquette, Cre~ghton,
St. Louis, Rock1hurst, Regis, and
St. John's College, British Hcmduras.
Three papers had ibeen submitted to St. Louis for provincial rating. They were those of
Raymond J. Kemble, Leonard C.
Gartner and Smith. Ro:bert H.
Fox and William C. Haughey
were awarded honorable mention. All five students are members of the Mermaid Tavern, Xavier literary society.
The contestants were required
to write 3,000-word essays on
the topic, "The Catholic Graduate and Secularism.'' For many
years, Xavier has won a place
among the firs~ ten.

Dante Chm To
Resume Program
Of- Lectu,res
Society Will Present
"Madonna In Art" At
Good Samaritan To·
morrow.
The Dante ClUlb is now ready
to resume its schedule of lectures,
according ito a statement issued
by Leonard C. Gartner, presiderlt
of the club, Monday. The activities of the organization were
curtailed during the past month
due to Semester Examinations
and the untimely rise of the
Ohio River and it.s tdbutaries.
Tomorrow will witness the resumption of the dub program
when it will give a lecture at
Good Samaritan Hospital.
The
topic will be a most interesting
one, "Madonna in Art." William
R. Russ, A~bert A. :Stephan and
Leonard V. Griffith will ibe the
lecturers .
The lecture to be given at The
College of Mount St. Joseph-onthe-Ohio, already postponed on
account of the flood, has been
postponed again clue to the recent fire at that institution.

Eight Games In
Schedule Set

For Chess Club
Team Looking Forward
To U. C. Match; L. B.
Harrison Engage.d
Wednesday•
The Chess Clulb li> in for the
busiest season of it.s history this
year according to Mr. BonillaSosa, coach and faculty advisor.
'Tihe "big game" of the year
will be against the strong University o.f Cincinnati, ta which
Xavier has bowed for it.he last
five years, never winning a
game.
Mr. Sosa is confident after the
splendid victory over L. B. Harrison and the experience of the
long schedule 'ahead that 1by the
time the team meets U. C. they
will be able to make a ·good
showing.
A return match with L. B.
Harrison was played last Wednesday night. The rest· of the
schedule follows:
Evanston Chess Club, Hartwell
Chess Club, Daytan Chess Club
at Dayton, Miami University at
Oxford, Hebrew Union College,
Walnut Hills High School, Alumni Club and Cincinnati.
Mr. Sosa could not ·give the
exact dates of the seheduled
matches but 'believed they would
be played in the above order.
The team is showing remarkable
development and Mr. Sosa is
teaching 'ij1em the ·finer points 1>f
the game.

Novel Program Is
Set For Philopedian'.
A "blind Robin" discussion will
be held at the meeting of the
Poland · Philopedian Society at
its regular .fortnightly meeting
set for Monday.
A topic of general interest will
be proposed and will be debated
by volunteers from the member·
ship of the Society. After the
debate, a gene1·al open-forum
discussion will be held. .The meeting will be the first
held by the Society since. the
flood. · A general discussion of
the minimum wage question now
being used !n intercollegiate debates may be held if t~e ail~ws.
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Rev. Hugo· Sloctemeyer, S. J., Ex-President
Dies Suddenly At West Baden College
S. Smith; Deacon, Rev. Dennis
F. Burns. S. J., president of Xavier University; Subdeacon, Rev.
Thomas J. Donnelly, S. J., president of West Bade~ College,
West Baden, Indiana; Deacons of
honor, Rev. A. J. Diersen, President of St. Xavier High Sch-001;
and Rev. Seth Walker, S. J., rector al the Milford Novitiate of
the Sacred Heart
The Priests Choir of the Archdiocese· of Cincinnati, consisting
of 38 members under the direction of Dr. John J. Fehring, sung
the mass:
Burial was in the Milford Novitiate Cemetery. J. J. Gilligan
and Sons were in charge of funeral arrangements.
To allow the Xavier students
to attend the funeral mass, classes at the University last Thursday morni?g were suspended.

Held Office Here Until
Two Years Ago When
Father Burns Became
Rector.
Secured Multi-Million
__,, Dollar Gift :For Order
Two Bishops Present At
Funeral Mass Held
Last Thursday In St.
Xavier Church.
Rev. Hugo F. Sloctemyer, S. J.,
former President of Xavier University who died suddenly at
West Baden College, West Baden
Springs, Indiana, was buried last
week with a pontificial requiem
high mass in St. Xavier Church.
Father Sloctemyer, who was a
visitor at West Baden, was found
in his room where he apparently
died of a heart attack while preparing for bed. He had been in
:good health. His death :was unexpected. He was fifty-1wo years
. old.
Father Sloctemyer had been in
·West '!3aden in connection with
his work as Director of Vocations
to the Lay Brotherhood in the
'Society of Jesus. He had been
':in this work since leaving the
presidency of Xavier two years
:ago.
Condolences
Expressions of condolence from
civic and religious leaders poured
dnto Xavier University and to the
oflicials of Milford Novitiate of
the Sacred Heart where he had
made his headquarters.
Father Sloctemyer was a beloved .figure during his four years
at Xavier and his popularity extended from high religious and
educational leaders to the lowliest workman on the campus. The
students knew him as a kindly
father who was always willing
to share their problems and to
offer whatever help was at his
.command.
Father Sloctemyer's term of office at Xavier was outstanding.
He guided the Xav.ier destinies
during the most difficult years of
·the depression. He accomplish. ed a work of permanent value in
co-ordinating the various uni:ts of
the university into a stronger organization.
Most noteworthy among the
events of his incumbency were
the separation of Xavier University and St. Xavier High School
and Parish into distinct corporations, and the securing through
his friendship of the former West
·Baden Springs Hotel pr-0perty,
once valued at $7,000,000 as an
outright gift to the Society of
Jesus from its non-Catholic owner, Edward Ballard.
Outright Gift
It was in 1934 that Father
Sloctemyer secured the gift of
West Baden properties including
over '500 acres of land and the
huge hotel building which had
been built at the cost of several
million dollars. It was made the
House of Studies for the Chicago
Province of the Society of Jesus.
His love of the arts led Father
Sloctemyer to assemble a splen. did collection of paintings by
Cincinnati artists at Xavier University during his presidency. He
was an accomplished pianist and
his efforts did much to revive
and encourage interest in the
Gregorian Chant, now a strong
movement in the Catholic
Church.
•Besides the arts, Father Sloe. temyer had as a hobby the study
·of geology. ~le studying the-

Clef Clu.h To
Hold Stag Tw·o
Weel~s

Hence

The Clef Club of Xavier University will hold a stag for its .
members two weeks from now it
was announced today. The arrangements for the affair are in
the hands of a committee composed of Joe Schulte, chairman,
Edward Ryan, arid Dick Schmidt.
The members of the committee
are now m~king arrangements
for a hall for the evening.
The quartet is rapidly becoming the feature of the entertainment. Jack Schack, Tom Harper, Frank Moore, and Joe Schulte
compose the quartet.
The club is now presenting
semi-popular numbers.
Radio
concerts over WLW for the near
future are now being considered.
ology .at St. Louis University, he
accompanied several geological
expeditions to the Rocky Mguntains and was the leader of an
expedition .that set out in 1915.
He was the founder of the Jesuit Educational Association and
as past president of that group
contributed greatly to its present
solidity and educational prominence.
Father Sloctemyer was a native son of Cincinnati. He was
born here on May 22, 1884, the
son of John F. and Mary E. Sloctemyer. His father was engaged
for many years in the wholesale
leather and shoe men's supplies
business. Both his father and
mother have prececded him in
death, the latter on January 3, of
this year at the age of 82.
He was educa·ted at St. Xavier
College now Xavier University
and had almost completed his
college training when he decided
to enter the Society of Jesus.
This was in 1902. He went to the
Jesuit Novitiate at Florissant,
Mo.
After completing his preliminary studies for the priesthood he
continued at St. Louis University
where he was awarded the Bachelor of Arts Degree m 1904, the
Master of Arts degree in 1908,
and the Master of Science degree
in 191-0. St. Louis University
honored him with the degree of
Doctor of Laws in 1930.
Served At Marquette
His earliest experience was at
Marquette Academy, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, where he taught as a
scholastic from 1906 to 1907. In
1910 he went to St. John's College, Toledo, where he was instructor in physics until 1914.
From 1914 to 1918 he completed his theological studies and
was ordained to the priesthood
in 1918. In 1920 he became superintendent of grounds and
buildings at St. Louis University

and held this position until 1930.
In 193(} he was named Rector
of St. Ignatius High School, Chicago. This term was cut short
by his appointment to succeed
th late Rev. Hubert F. Brockman,
S. J., as president of Xavier University on the death of the latter
in 1931.
Father Brockman died in February of 1931 and Father Sloctemyer was named to the post in
April of that year. During the
interim the presidency was held
by Rev. George R. Kister, S. J.,
who died in S-t. Louis· on January 8 of this year at the age of
72.
Father Sloctemyer is survived
by a brother, Carl F. King who
resides at 2872 Madison Road.
While President of Xavier,
Father Sloctemyer was moderator of both the Alumni and the
Alumnae Associations and during that time endeared himself
to the general alumna! body.
He was also an anm1al visitor
to the reunion of his class-the
class of 1903-during the Christmas holidays.
Active pall-bearers for Father
Sloctemyer were members of his
class. They were John E. Hoban,
J. Dom Cloud, Hubert H. Gott,
Gerard C. Kent, Oliver C. Thoman, and John A. H-0ban.
Named Pall-Beare1·s
The Xavier University Alumni
Association named the following
to act as honorary pall-bearers
representing the association: Dr .
Thomas P. Hart, Martin Rettig,
E. T. Hurley, Dr. W. J. Topmoeller, E. J. Tracy, and Joseph A.
Verkamp.
'l'he pontifical high mass was
intoned by Most Rev. Joseph. H.
Albers, D. D., auxiliary bishop of
Cincinnati. Most Rev. J·ohn T.
McNicholas· D. D., gave the Absolution •
Other officers c:xf the Mass were:
Master of Ceremonies, Rev. Frank

"OPENING SATURDAY"

He's settinq a new bigb in
popularity! Hear 1iim tonight
••• and ask him to play your
favorite tunes. At dinner in the
Restaurant Continentale •.• at
supper in the Pavilion Caprice.
With songs by Neil Buckley, one
of radio's foremost baritones.
No cover charge. Minimum
check at'supper $1. ($2 on If.
Saturdays and holiday eves)
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where all ·rights are immediately negated
iby government.
Considering the outcome of the strike,
the unbiased observer can see that nothing at all is gained. To compensate for
the $25,000,000 annual addiition to its payroll, General iMotors has only to raise
the price on each car .that ~t sells so that
the consumer and not the coriporation is
the loser.
The condi·tion serves to indicate ·that
there is na middle-course between dictatorship and freedom from all external
coercion. To insure the success of strikes
and minimum wage laws, the government
must establish a price-board and various
kinds of police forces ;to guard against all
possible means of evading a law. By the
time all holes are plugged, the totalitarian state has been established.
';['his is not despair; it :is fact. Again
we repeat as we have aften done in these
columns that the -0nly way dn which the
economic weal can be remedied once for
all is a general 'l."evival of religi-0n and
sound ethical princi!)als of conduct.

CATHOLIC
WRITING INVITES
COLLEGIAN
THIS MONTH

YOU SAID IT

BY JOHN FOGARTY
'-----------------....:
ou think this Lenten season's tough?
Application for Second Class Matter
Listen, it's not halfway rough. ·
Pending
In olden days they beat their chest,
EV. DANIEL A. LORD, S. J., known
And then without a bit of rest
Subscription: Per Year $1.50
to all the students as ;the editor of
They'd touch no meat nor any bean
The Queen's Work and lecturer in this
Until they scarcely could be seen.
Member: Jes ult College Newspaper Aeeoclntlon,
Natlonal G'ollege Preee Association, Olllo College
city on several occasions was interviewed
And now you start bickering?
Newspnper AssoclBtlon.
1ast week by ,a student at Loyola of New
Yeah! I'm snickering!
REJ'fRESENTltD P'OR HATIONAL. ADVERTISJNQ BY
If nothing else, the complete shutdown Orleans af<ter he had finished preaching
National Advertising Service, Inc.
of the city as a result of the flood (you a retreat there.
Collet11 Publls1"rs Re~resentat/011
remember, no light, no water, dirty
"Why don't you write more ;!Jocks and
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
CHICAGO
•
BOSTON
•
SAN FRANCISCO
necks) gave a lot of the iboys a chance less pamphlets?" Father Lord was asked.
LOS ANGELES
PORTLAND
•
SEATTLE
to meet their families. More than a few
"Because," ireplied the famous editor,
Edltor ..........................................VINCENT E. SMITH
ran into a brother or .two whom they had ".the average Catholic does not .take .'timeBuslness Mnnnger ................................LEO c. VOET
never taken time .io meet before. It is O'Ut .to read a book. The pamphlets pubRAYMOND J, IiE1'IBLE
said that in some cases the lads were so lished lby The Queen's Work can be read
lllnnaglng Edltors: •. JOSEPH R. KRUSE
hard up for something to do that they got in a very shar.t ctime. We endeavor :to
ALBERT A. STEPHAN
out their text-books - their people im- make !them so interesting that they will
LEONARD C. GARTNER
News Edltors: ............ EDWARD J, J{ENNEDY
mediately sent for the Red Cross. Which be read in one sitting iby ,anyone who is
ROBERT F. ORONEl\IAN
up to the R. 0. T. C. iboys, who led to open :them."
leads
JOHN O'CONNOR
Copy Editors: ,........... CHARLES L. MCEVOY
boldly braved the big, bad elements for
VINCEN'.I.' ll. BECI{l\IAN
the sake of their fa1r city. Their snappy In connection with this interview, it is
A New Era
Sports Editor ...................... ROBERT E. CUllll\IINS
uniforms got some hard wear-seventeen well to note the vai'iety and .the value of
the pamphlets on .the rack in the Library
,
{DONALD :tiIIDDENDORF '"\'I. TE ARE EMB:ARiKING on an epic
Feature Editors. ....... ROBERT H. FOX
YY of achievement as totally differ- of these fearless American youth had to Building. Guides to students, works of
have
the
seats
of
their
trousers
reent from the old European science as the
j FELIX B. SHEPLEY
Cathalic apologetics, discussions of pubAsslstnnts: ................... 1JACK A. JONES
Gothic civilization of Remibl'andt was dif- enforced. The strain was terrible.
lic events that involve the Catholic
Neary And Prom
REPORTERS: John J, Bruller, Leonard J. ferent from the civilization of Greece and
a'l."e a necessary supplement to
Church
Donlin, Joseph R. Flsh, Edward J, Oonelln, El·
-Roy Neary's where-abouts caused more reading ;the daily newspapers which ihas
mer J, Gruber, Alex lV. Reck, Charles lV. Rome," argues an eminent social critic
Hughes, Joseph J!', Luken, Robert H. Miller, addressing an aTts assembly at Loyola, talk than the time someone suggested Ina
John A. Rynn, Edward l\J. Rynn, lV111lam R.
Chicago, spiking the defeatism of the Ray Hutton f.or !the From. Accordingi to
Russ, Rnymond J, lVllson.
EX NffiILO FIT
Spengler thesis that the United States is one report, Roy 'Was floating toward the
Gulf
of
Mexico
-0n
·a
barrel
of
heriring,
A drone is oozing from the dark;
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1937 part of a dying European civilization.
In the same vein the Ohio Newspaper another ireport had him swirling down
But nothing hwnan can be found,
No living shadow on the ground,
Assoeiation heard Dr. Glen Frank: the deep and muddy grasping at any old
Some Changes"America is not dying. There tis a vast straw that presented itself (an old gag Nor lichen on the peeling bark.
EGINNING TODAY, The Xaverian fund of leadership in the nation that suf- with dTowning men). The trouble wi,th No spider's weavery is there;
News is being mailed to the home of fers neither from the rigor mortis of re- living fa Norwood is that .the 'l."iver has to
The carolars have left the trees,
every student.
The knell has rung for dripping bees
action, nof fr<>m the St. Vitus dance of rise eighty ieet 1before anyone appreciates
that city. People were so glad when the To come from dripping orchard air.
Realizing the value of contact between irresponsible Utopianism." ...
lights were turned on 1and things started As wind no longer frets the com,
home and school, The News has invited
The ripples all have ceased to leap,
moving again that even Dalton got a date.
Rev. Dennis F. Burns, S. J., president of University Debating
And lie in calm and curious sleep,
.
"Dixie" · MacEwen didn't let the water
the University, rand Mr. Clem F . .Crowe,
~AT University debati~g has pr~ved shut htm out _ Janet stayed .at his lbig
But fish are gone and do not mourn.
athletic director, to contTibute to its <:olits worth to students lS exemplified town house in Norwood ·as a refuge. The thicket veils no throbbing lark;
umns. These two new features are unNo beast is beckoned by a call;
dertaken in '"!the hope tha,t this paper may each year by the number of debates Sign printed on a lo-ca~ iblacklboaTd: "You
The leaves are still, but through it all
better ·promote the interests af the Uni- scheduled each year by all colleges, both Kant put Descartes beifare the horse."
versity. Also in the hope of developing ~it~in .. their own walls, ap.d. with other Generally speaking a really first-class A drone is oozing from the dark.
Anon.·
The stu~ent hunse~ real- heel has a pretty poor soul. After much
The News into a first-class collegiate pa- ~nstitut10ns.
izes
the
value
of
debatmg.
The
mterest
research,
the
reason
why
Cummins
is
per, .two Xavier delegates will attend ;the
National Oaitholic Press Congress at which o~ studen.ts alo!1-e can account f~r t~e called Homer was finally discovered: It been corrupted by all sorts of anti-Cathvigo~r :vith which college debatmg is seems that a while !back a y-0ung girl was
leading literary figures are to speak.
olic tendencies that seem .to lbe .grOl\Ving
flourishmg t?roughout the .land. '
.
very unhappy !because of a .choice !her instead of a-bating in :this country.
As ;the year prog.resses and the various
To debate is merely to pit ones mmd friends put .upo her they said "You'11
new activities now ibeing planned are agamst .a?other's.. It is .to conte~t one's either have to s.~ay HOME
One of the first <lifficu1tie5 a student
,g0 out
definitely undertaken, The Xaverian ovi.:r: ability to thmk. straight agamst the with Cummins."
Some 'cads (oh yes encounters in approaching Catholic literNews, it is hoped, can be 1a better servant ability of an opponent.
ature is the crazy opinion that Catholic
Throughout
were) suggested that the gal stayed publications ·are written mainly for woof ;the students and command a greater lif e th e co 11ege s t u d ent w1.11 b e ca11e·d up- ·they
h
bl
. .
. very th'mg.
ome-proba y preJudiced.
interest •bcxth on the campus, ,at home, and on t o d o th is
men, that they lack the vigor and virility
in the Xavier Alumni Assodation.
Debating is one of the means he can
Lectures On Prom
ithat are demanded iby a man.
use to develop his mind and his ability
I'll bet that ipeople ·WO'Uld have bought
If any student will take time to iread
to use this mind.
He who has shown seats to listen to Larry O'Conner tell the but one of The Queen's Work pamphlets
Xavier Minute Menhimself a successful debater has shown awful Agusta (she's the other twin) that -not designated for women by its title-HE RECENT FLOOD in Cincinnati himself as a likely candidate for temporal the iProm was postponed. He showed her
he will develop inta a fan for such writgave the Xavier R. 0. T. C. unit its success.
about town last Friday and iby the end of ing instead of only a doubtful or nominal
first opportunity to prove its value to
Debating, too, develops skill in express- the evening Larry had never seen a bill supporter.
Cincinnati as ia· Community. Cadets, who ing one's thoughts, develops this ability as with so many numbers on the left side of
To. lbe concrete rand specific about it.his
v-0lunteered in the crisis to assist it-he Red no other college activity does. The de- the decifual point in his life.
Cross, freely g!lve of their time in help- bater must be able to express in limited 'Sign at a downtown ctheater showing matter, there are two pamphlets on tlhe
ing to defeat the. ,greatest -crisis in the time, in few words the thought he wishes 'Winterset': "Bullet-ridden and Brutal, rack at present concerning the Spanish
history of Cincinnati. They rwere scat- to convey.
vated lby critics ias the year's ibest play." crisis. If ever ;there were misrepresentations of truth, .if ever an organization
tered ,throughout the c1ty. Many .of foem
were guilty af deliberate and repeaited lyremained on ithe campu·s where a teming,
it :is the daily press in regard to presporacy relief center was estaiblished. Tesent
conditions in Spain and ,the ibacktaments xeceived since by the university
ground of the struggle. For instance, one
show ithat all acquitted themse1ves with
man was quoted locally last week ,as saycredit .to their o0rganizati-0n.
A Cross-Section of Opinion Heard Casually in the Corridors.
ing that a Cath-0lic ;bishop offered each
To know that Xavier has a well-marrebel •a ,plenary indulgence for every
shalled corps of men ready for action in
ONTRARY to all the esteemeed l.ocal called first-class productions of the play Loyalist he killed. As part of a Cath-0lic
such an· emergency as was w1tnessed durmovie critics save one, the cinemati- seemed to think that Mr. Olivier turned education and ·as part of a college graduing the ,past month is fitting proof not onza,tion
of Shakespeare's "As You Like in one of the best individual perform- ate's knowledge, ·it :is necessairy to know
ly of the public-spirit of the volunteers
the truth about such things as Spain .and
It,"
shown
last week at the Mayfair was ances he has seen in Shakespeare.
themselves but alsO' an indicatfon -0f the
to 1be able, on the spur of .the moment,
In
Shakespearean
cinema
thus
far,
the
service done by Xavier in· espousing the a tribute to English taste in production
to defend the Chlll'Ch against such foolish
critics
seem
to
think
that
"Romeo
and
work
and
a
monument
to
Elizabeth
Bergcivic advancement of Cincinnati. The R.
editorials
as have appeaTed in connection
Juliet"
is
first,
"The
Dream"'
second,
and
O. T. C. ireceived ~ts first chance and ner, Laurence Olivier, and Leon Quarwith her w-0rk in Spain..
"As
You
Like
It"
Third.
Campus
opinion
termaine
who
essayed
the
leading
roles.
made good.
says that it should be the other way
That knowle.dge and other collateral
The majority of opinion was filled with around. Campus opinion admired the
knowledge of Catholic doctrine and its
superlative tributes to Miss Bergner's art. English taste. The critics seemed to be
Labor And Capitaloffs.pring Catholic Action are supplied
HE STRUGGLE between Capital and Not one seemed to be annoyed or even to jealous of it.
abundantly iby ithe pamphlets -0n the
notice the "thick Teutonic accent" that
Laibor Js bec-0ming more intense in was. cited by one of the local critics as Students were speculating on what rack in the Library Building and in parHollywood would have done with the pro- ticular by the pamphlets published 1by
this country with each succeeding rift.
the play's eminent fault.
duction. The lack of pomp . . . the sim- The Queen's Work.
·
_As ,the General Motors Cor'.1'.loration
The best individual scene was .that in plicity that even Shakespeare would have
The month of February has been dediwas forced ;to give in to the demands of
John L. Lewis and his pawns, there is no the forest when Jacques gives his famous wanted . . • the naturalness , .• the flow cated ,to the Catholic Press. Lt is a time
doubt that the automobile strike •set a speech, "All '11he W-0rld's a Stage." The of Shakespeare's li·nes from the mouths of when not oenly pamphlets, ibut ibooks,
precedent in the way of industrial war- speech was naitural, artistic. It was the English actor. One critic found fault magazines, and newspapers published
Shakespea·re~n.
Practically everyone with this. He wanted alt serious stuff. under Catholic auspices are to ibe brought
fare in this cO'Untry.
The sit-down strike was the first wide- was agreed on the vivid touch added by He was undoubtedly confusing "As You before our mind. The value of t'he CathLike It," a light comedy, with tragedy. olic .press in supplying facts that are despread strike -0f its kind. If, even though the ·apple-eating.
Nor did anyone seem to thinlc that Mr. Question unanswered: "What did Barrie liberately cut from the secular press and
Capital is guilty of fraud and greed and
injustice, Labor can destroy and occupy Olivier acted throughout the play "as have to do with the play?" Unanimous in addition ithe work of Catholic writers
a man's property against his will, we are though he had been hit by a sand-bag.'' opinion: Best producticm on a Cincinnati suppor.ted by Catholics especially d,uring
·this month of February.
drawing a step closer to Sovdet Russia In fact one man who has seen several so- screen this year."
ft
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and that by computation as a pretext for assuming .broadthe entire sum of all executive er powers. The automobile inLenten Screen fallacy,
income distributed ·among wage dustry is a very exceptional inearners would only amount to dustry, said another. And still
Bill Of Fare 79 cents .per week per worker. per
another maintains that 79 cents
week per worker is a lot of
As .an army man he declined ;to
I s D i s c u s s e d discuss
the Mexican situation ex- money, but personally the money
get hold of was
cept ta say that he was an iso- he woulq like

Good Catholic Plays Of·
fered To Theatre Fans
During Lenten Season.

lationist.
Students commented freely
but declined to ibe quoted. Another beautrnul argument for the
pa'Cifists, said one. They will now
charge ithat the war. depar.tment
is fomenting Communism to use

Migration Day
To Be Sponsored

rE~ts;:~~:i~ ~~~:t~0::!~Jl\~~~ ·1:·-Xa·vi~e-rC·-ade·t-s~Ar·
....._e__P
. -r.-a.-1.-se.-d. -.-·1=·

Army. Speak er
Fears Fascism
Captain Gus Karger Says
Communist Agitation
Futile In United States.
.
.
Captain ~us K.arger, who is
p~<lUd of his p~ysical encounters
w~th , Communist hecklers, detailed to lecture here iby the war
department, .told students that
Communism would never get
anywhere .in the United :States,
but that the American peril was
fascism.
Strong arm regimentation will
be the ultimate outcome of radical social disturbances stirred
up iby foreigners and backward
intellectuals. The American people, ihe declared, have too much
;to lose ito have any sympathy for
the base leveling Communism
prescribes.
Mass production effected greater employment, all in all, rather
than unemplayment, he claimed,
citing. •the automobile industry.
He also maintained :that the popular. notion thait great wealth is
appropriated iby executives is a

ls Recounted Here

The story of hard luck encountered by James E. Shaw, a grad;to
uate of 1936 was being told here
this week among his class-mates.
banker credit money,
Shaw is a first-year l~w stuCaptain Karger is the gentleman
who persuaded the chief of po- dent at Harvard University. He
lice in Terre Haute to permit had been working with extraEarl Browder to speak there. Lt
is said Mr. Browder mis·took the
lecture hall for an Auk rookery.

Those who will deny themselves secular plays and pictures
in Lent need not feel a lack of
good performances in Cincinnati
this year. A good play with a religious background should not
only be interesting but inspi-ring
will also be arranged by the
Students To Trek To· committee.
as well.
Communication of
Slated for the Taft for the
transportation news will be made
ward
Lexington
Cam·
' week of February 28, is "Cloisby means of the X Club Bullettered," a portrayal of life within
pus For Muskie-Wild- in Board in the lobby of Science
convent wans. The locale of·this
Hall.
'
exitremely unusual film is ·the cat Fray.
Beginning at 7:30, central time,
Mother House of the Order of
on Monday night, the game
the Good Shepherd at Angers,
February 22, the day of the sec- promises to be an exciting seFrance. The ethereal, Gothic set- ond .Kentucky-~vier basketball quel to the overtime contest
ting of the medieval convent pro- game this season, was officially staged in the Xavier field house
vides a fitting background for the
last December 15, by the same
portrayal of a life little under- declared Migration Day last two teams.
Tuesday
by
the
Student
Council.
stood iby perhaps even ithe CathDuring the course of the meetolic layman. "Cloistered," which In the• feature discussfon of the ing, final arrangements were
meeting, members planned the
has. the approval of Pius ~I, ways and means to arrange trans- made for the introduction of
should be effective propaganda
portation for all students intend- ping-pong in the pool room of
for Catholic Action.
ing to attend the game, which the Union House. A set will be
It is interesting to note that will be played at Lexington.
placed in the recreation hall this
local newswriters made much of
week and will be used during
This
being
the
first
possible
opthe fact ithart; Robert Alexander,
portunity for a Council Meeting the afternoon hours of class days.
who directed the film waited since the flood interrupted ordin- James Farasey, Senior, councilthree years for permission from ary routine, the Council has lit- man has been placed in charge
the Vatican to bring his equiptle time to publicize and pro- of the set, which is an innovation
ment into the convent. To the mote the scheme on a large scale. of the Student Council.
writer this seems .to be ,justified But the effort of every member
Robert Cummins, president of
by the lack of what we call is being exerted to form a large the newly-organized Sp an is h
"good taste," so often displayed
cheering section which will ac- Club, presented an appeal on be·
in French pictures.
company the team in its annual half of that 011ganization for rePassion Play
invasion of the rival university cognition by the Student Coun~
cil. It is not possible that the
For their twentieh season, the campus.
Headed by a committee of Spanish Club will be considered
St. John Players present again
this year their Passion Play. A three, consisting of James Yates, an active- organization this year
perennial favorite since its in- Fred Nebel and Frank Duda, all because of its recent formation.
ception, the play is of proven councilmen, the movement will However the success of its apmerat. ·Many persons from many center around an effort to secure peal seems to be a cerbainty next
parts of the country come to see as many student cars as possible year for the club has shown unto carry those who have no usual interest and activity in its
it each year.
Like the more famous epic of means of travel. Low bus 11ates meetings to date.
Oberammergau, many of the cast, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

an.. Harry Pohlman, who plays
the role of Pontius Pilate, has
had that same character since
1917, when the first perform~nce
was held.
Color Film.
On Easter Sunday, a color film,
which like '\Cloistered" is French
in setting, will show the miracles
of Lourdes and the story of St.
Bernadette. It will also be shown
at the T'llft.
The International
· Catholic Alumnae, Cincinnati
Circle, will SROnsor the showing.

Hm·d Luck Sto1·y

· · · - - - · - - - - - - · - · - - · - - - · - - · - · - -..- · : •
we were on night duty) I had no
Dear Captain Wrockloff:
Col. Peterson has asked me to commissioned army officers to
express to you the appreciation assist me and had to utilize the
of the 43rd Evacuation Hospital services of Dooley and Blum in
for the assistance which various positions theretofore filled by remembers <>f the St. Xavier unit serve officers of several years
of the R. 0. T. C. gave us during service, and they acquitted themselves well of the duties I was
the recent flood emergency.
Lt. Kotte, our supply officer, obliged to impose on them, mainhas spoken very highly of the taining excellent discipline and
student officers assigned from order among the refugees, who,
your unit to the Medical Supply in the distressing circumstances,
Depot in Mt Auburn. Their mil- needed the guidance and minisitary bearing and conduct and trations of firm, just and tactful
their discipline attracted much persons, such as Dooley and Blum
favorable comment, and these proved to be.
With best wishes, I beg to re~
qualities contributed largely to
the order and efficiency which main.
Joseph Polowe,
marked the functioning of the
Major, Inf.-Res.
depot. Their intelligent aid and
their spirit of cooperation and
loyalty made their part in the Dear Major Harper:
It is my desire to personally
relief service a large one.
It is with great pleasure that thank you for the co-operation in
we anticipate having these men furnishing R. 0. T. C. for duty
join 'the group of reserve officers, at the Washburn School for the
·for which they have demonstrat- past ten days.
ed· their capabilities and training.
I also wish to commend the
I hope you will convey to each men individually whom you sent.
0f thes men our thanks and They are as follows:
one
li~ents
Lt. Frank Dalton
our comp
. ·
Corp. Thomas Schmidt
Very sincerely yours •.
Corp. Jack Feck
·
Arthur G. Kmg,
Corp. Robert Tuke
Capt. ~ed-Res.
Pvt. Alex. Heck
Executive Officer.
Pvt. Stephen Sofga
Pvt. Alex Griswald
My Dear Father Burns:
Pvt. David Heekin
During the recent flood emergency I had under my command
These boys reported promptly
the following named students and performed the duties assignfrom your ROTC unit:
ed to them as guards in a very
able manner. It was very grati1st Sgt., R. L. Dooley
Corporal R. W. Blum
fying to see them take hold and
It gives me great pleasure to it shows that their training in the
convey to you the very favor.able R. 0. T. C. is really accomplishimpression these students made ing its object in making them
upon me and others with whom leaders. •
Very sincerely yours,
they came into contact.
In the latter days of the emerB. B. McGill,
gency (I should say nights, for
Capt. Quartermaster's Res.
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McDowell, indicated that Shaw
would undergo another operation.
Shaw, president of his class fQr
three years, was one of the most
active students on the campus
during llis four years of undergraduate work at Xavier. He was
always in good health while
studying here, although busily
occupied by class and extra-curricular work and a part-time job.
It has not yet been learned
whether the operation has already been performed.

Eight Speakers
To Compete In
Oratorical Meet
Two Seniors And Seven
Juniors Will Vie For
Honors In Washington
Contest.

The date of the forty-fiftih
Washington Oratorical Contest
· has 1been set for the evening of
March 5. It will take place in
the Mary G. Lodge Reading
JAMES E. SHAW
Room of the Ubrary Building.
The reward for the speaker
ordinary diligence during the
first semester to attain grades who is voted the winner of the
high enough to make him, eligible contest will be the "Washington·
for a scholarship when Lady Luck Medal" awarded by the Xavier
Alumni Association on comintervened.
mencement. day in June.
When he entered Harwrd last
The preliminary contest was
September, he was advised to held early this week in which
submit to a nasal operation after the judges selected the following
the compulsory physical examin- students to participate in the fiation required of Harvard stu- nal tourney: Dan Bruch, jundents.
ior; Kim Darvagh, senior; Jack
Fogarty, junior; Louis Haase,
Christmas Holidays
So that he would not miss senior; Edw. J. Kennedy, Jr.,
classes in undergoing the opera- junior; Richard Norris, junior;
tion Shaw stayed in Cambridge, Albert Salem, junior; Vincent
Mass., during the Christmas holi- Smith, jun'ior; and Albert Stedays and had his nasal trouble phan, junior.
Although the ·contest is 'genercorrected.
ally limited to eight speakers,
After two weeks in the hos- because of a tie the judges dispital, he was allowed to return to pensed with this customary rule
classes. After only several days and admitted nine students to
at school, he contracted Scarlet take part in the Washington OrFever and was sent back to the atorical.
hospital for several weeks.
The cantest derives its name
Again after only a short period from the fact that it has always
in the classroom, he was ordered been held on the eve of Washto bed with sinus trouble.
ington's birthday; but due to the
Correspondence received re- flood, a postponement was necescently by a class-mate, Charles sitated.

You've Got It Comin' To You!
CUMMINS' TOE TEASERS
When fa a dancing mood . . . it's feet first .to the
Florentine! America's tip top toe teasers swing ·iit or
sweeten it !for yO'Ul' pleasure. Everyibody's hummin
... cause it Cummins in the Florentine.

LUNCHEON, DINNER, SUPPER DANCING

GIBSON FLORENTINE
1.25 minimum check at week-night sessions.
2.00 minimum check at Sat. and Holiday Eve
supper sessions.

TEA DANCING SATURDAYS
in the RATHSKELLER
1:30 to 4:30 , , , ACE BRIGODE'S MUSIC

F. W. PALLANT, General Manager

One Year Ago This Week: Xavier
ended a rather in-and-out basketball season by defeating Ohio
Wesleyan in a game at the fieldhouse before approximately 1500
fans. Lee Sack and Russ Sweeney
starred.
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Three Years Ago This Week:
Coach Clem Crowe's basketball
team lost .by ten points to the
University of Notre Dame ending
an 8-game winning streak that
included victories over outstanding quintets.
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NEW INTRAMURALS ARE ADDED
Boxing Ring Is
Installed For Use
PRACTICE IN
By Xavier Students
· FENWICK POOL

SWIMMERS TO

Splash! Get out yom waterwings, you with aquatic aspirations, and get ready to paddle
your wares! For arrangements
have been made for the ruse of
the Fenwick club tank lby Xavier
students ·who wish to compete in
the Intramural Swimming Meet
late in March. Senior Class President Joe Kruse, representing
the Intramural Committee,
emerged from a confab with
Fenwick Club officials to make
the announcement that participants in the big meet may practice free of charge at the splendid Fenwick pool, through the
courtesy of the club.
Various Events
Though the plans are not as
yet ·complete, the events will
probably be a :forty-yard freestyle, a :forty. yard ·backstroke, a
forty-yard breast stroke, a one
hundred yard freestyle and possibly a sixty yard medley, which
consists in a single race, twenty
yards at each of the three styles,
breast, hack and :fr~.style.
The Committe tloes not e:xipect
an array of talent, as the number. of students with actual experience in meets is practically
negligible. For this reason a
large turnout is e:xipected, as
there are undouibtedly many
swimmers iri the school who
might develop into first class material with a reasonable amount
of practice.
It's -certainly not a secret, at
least nat a well kept one, that
an underlying purpose of this
meet is to discover and develop
swimmers for poss1ble intercollegiate ·competition next year.
Whether or not the plan for organizing an Xavier U. swimming
team materializes next year depends at least partly on the
turnout :for the intramural meet,
and the talent tha.t the meet produces.

For the first time in almost a
decade on the Xavier campus,
em1bryonic McLarnins, Canzoneries, Dempseys and Tunneys can
throw away their ringside ducats
and climb irito the ring themselves, to enjoy the thrill that
comes from knowing how· to
give and take in the squared
circle.
The Intramural Board has
come a long way in securing facilities which enaible the readoption of boxing as a minor
sport at Xavier.
No Varsity Team
Realizing the futility of attempting to place a vaTsity team
in the field during the first year,
the Board has .confined the sport
entirely to the intramural class,
and upon the response of the stud~nt body rests the success or
the failure of the enterprise.
No e~erience, skill, or any
kind of previous training is necessary. The participants will
be taught by experienced coaches, who will classify them by
weight and ability. The Board
does not intend that this branch
of the program be strictly for
the heavy boys, and :for capable
fighters. Care will ibe shown in
the matching ·of all contestants,
and there will be no elimination
matches, as such, until everyone
entered, h'as had time for coaching and light training. If in the
event that an entrant does not
care to participate in· :the actual
matches, his name on the entry
sheet does not prohiibit him from
withdrawing after. he has learned a few valuable points and enjoyed a short period Qlf healthful
training.
Anyone Eligible
Anyone is eligible to enter by
merely signing up at the 'Science
Hall bulletin boaTd, and announcements will be made later,
concerning the time contestants
may work out during the week.
Working in cooperation with
the I~tTamUl'a~ B?ard, Father
Labadie, Athletic Director at the
Fenwick Club, has offered the
use Qlf the Club's gymnasium and
boxing instructor to the Xavier
fighters.
Joseph J. Fillippone of ,the Xavier MiUtary Department will be
in charge of training periods
every afternoon in the Fieldhouse for those who do not. care
to workout downtown in the evening.
With these facilities availaible,
a record entry is expected in this
division of intramurals, which offers more beneficial training and
competition than any other minor sport on the campus.

!......----------d
"Success Of Season
Hangs In Balanc

BY CLEM F • CROWE
(Athletic Director)
A successful 1basketball season
is a variable thing. It not only
depends O'Il the co-operation and
untiring efforts of the team but
.also upon the loyalties and support of the faculty, students and
alumni.
To those of you who have been
closely in touch with the activities .()If our squad, our. present
season has been one Qlf the most
unusual on record. We opened
w1th K<mtucky, one of the better
teams of the country; we followed by playing two opponents in
the same evening and continued
by playing strong teams like Purdue, Loyola, Butler, and Ohio U.
We were just getting in good
shape following Christmas wcation when the Emergency Holiday disrupted our program.
While we have not won all of out
games to date, every team that
has defeated us has 1been forced
to the limit.
The success of our present season hangs in the balance. .The
outcome of our remaining games,
Wittenberg, Ohio U., and Kentucky will determine the side to
which the balance swin~. The
Team will give its all-Jbut to
win, .they need YOUR support.

Boxing.! - Swimming! Ban'dball! - Table Tennis!
This was the announcement that the Intramural Board
handed out so enthusiastically
this week to a student body
enjoying its last rounds of intramural basketball.
Realizing the urgent need
·for a more balanced intl'amural schedule, the Board swung
immediately into action with a
pron-am designed to bring
eve1•y man in the University
into some branch of con1peti·
tive athletics.
Entry sheets are available
on the bulletin boards in Science Hall. Intramurals are
never intended as a varsity
event, therefore proficiency
and experience are NOT an
essential requirement in order
to participate.
Let's· have 100% cooperation with the Board in order
to insure a successful completion of this schedule. Sign up
at once for one, or all, of the
various sports, and remember
that there will be separate
classes for both beginners and
the veterans.
Get the Xavier habit, and
LET'S GO INTRAMUR,!\L !

THIRTY-FIVE
Table Tennis To
ENTER HANDBe Featm·ed In
Int1·amm·al Set-Up
BALL LEAGUE

With entries in the Table Tennis tournament still ;piling: up,
all indications to date, point to
the unusual O'ccu:rirence. of having •an Innovation in the intramural PTOgram forge far to the
front in the number of students
participating.
If entries continue at the present rate, almost one-third of the
entire student body will be
wielding the paddles in quest of
the UniveTsity championship,
when the tournament gets under
way.
Feeling that such •a response is
certain to produe€ more than 1a
campus champion, the Intramural Board has a-ccepted an invitation to join the nation-wide
Table Tennis Tournament sponsored every year by College Humor.
Sanction Of T. T. A.
With the sanction -oif the U. S.
'!\able Tennis Association, the
publication will award a gold
and silver medal to the winner
and runner-up Tespectively on
the Xavier campus.
---------------------------
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lookin' from the

SPORTSIDE
by Red Haughey

C;;;;=======================;;;;:==>
OR MUSK.ETEIDR F ANiS the week end has a basketball treat. It
may mean revenge, or it may mean defeat. Or maybe a little
of each. Ohio U. will be trying for a fourth straight, and against
Kentucky the Blue and White will be trying for their first win.
It's hard to say which would hurt most-a defeat .by the Buckeye
conference team, or another win added to the many that Kentucky
has already scored over the Muskies. But regardless of these
things, it's safe to bet that if Xavier can possibly beat either of
these teams they'll do it .this coming week. There'll be more fight 1
in the Muskies than you've ever seen before, and Koprowski and
KTuse will be burning up the court to make their last crack at
Xavier's two bitterest rivals a successful one.

F

The intramural handball tournament got off to a flying start
Friday, as thirty-five eager ·contestants signed their ruames to
the entry list ere it had !been
posted five hours.
Harry Sills was the first to get
his monicker on the list, while
Tom Schmitt was a close second.
Other entries included Kim Darragh, the do-or-die left hander,
Joe Schuman, who was eliminated last year by champion Freddy
Wunderlick, and others who
made impressive showings in the
1936 tournament, such as Rudy
Hoofsteiter, Virgil Lagaly, and
Howard Wachs.
Judging from past tournament
performances, and from observations made in the fieldhouse
courts so far ithis season, Darragh and Schuman are the men
to !beat. However, darkhorses
are expected to develop, especially among the Elet Hall
lower-classmen.
Pairings To Be Made
Pairings will be po:rted Monday, February 22. They will be
drawn, though two ar four players may be ·seeded, according to
the final count of the entries,
and the type of brackets to be
used. The tournament is ex"'.
pected to move more rapidly
than did last year's, which dragged on into the closing weeks of
school and finally lost its interest far the students. Time limits;
probably of a week's length, will
be -set for the playing of each
round. 'Each match will .be decided in favor. of the winner of
two out of three games, excepting the final, and perhaps the
semi-final matches, which will
be determined by the winning of
three out of five games.
'r.he winner's prize will be up
to the high standartl set by tr·adition, probably a large cup or
trophy.

< "3'
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OWEVER, EVEN SHIOULD. the boys fail to avenge them.selves, the basketball season is a success, if you look far
enough ahead. Neary, Donovan, Howe - three sophomores
playing regular, not to mention Frank Kucia, will be back to
give Coach Crowe something to work up into a real basketball
team... Neary, with experience, is capable of repeating his spectacular performance against Butler with a certain amount of
regularity. ..Howe will tum: out a lot better than is already
expected of him, because he will probably be at center, where
he starred during high school. Kucia, slated for the Captaincy,
will be the "feeder" that Russ Sweeney was to Sack and Wiethe.
Donovan looks like a coach's dream come true...Working with
a clicking team, he looks bette1· than Carlisle. When the team
gets going, Pat gets hot. Give him blocking and co-operation
and he'll be high point man in anybody's game.

Ohio U. Guard

~--------~-~~-'
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Professor Addresses
Booklove1·s Meeting
Rev. Victor C. Sthechschulte,
S. J., director of the Xavier seismological observatory, addressed
a meeting of the Xavier Book·
lovers held yesterday in the Biology Building lobby on the topic, "Earthquakes."
It was announced at the meeting that a date for the annual
card party which was postponed
because of flood conditions would
be determined this week.
Those who had already purchased tickets to the party were
urgecJ. to h.old them by the committee.

HE BIGGEST THING on Xavier's sport horizon is the extensive intramural program, which is just beginning to gather
speed. ·The handball tournament will be started before you read
the next edition of this paper, and a table for ping-pongers will be
in the Union House. The swimmers will be strutting their stuff in
practice sessions at the Fenwick and there'll be a boxing ring in
the middle of the fieldhouse as soon as the floor is taken up, which
will be in the very near future. In the next few months there'll be
enough going on to satisfy even the crabbiest student . . . The
boxing tournament will be held in the fieldhouse in front of the
largest crowd that can be gathered .by a "no admission charge"
sign; all the faculty and the entire student body will surely be in
attendance . . . According to inside dope, if the students could
get a glimpse of the excellent prizes awaiting the intramural winners in the various sports there'd be more time spent in practice
than on studies. . Here's a couple of more bets. It's quoted
at better than even money that Xavier will have a baseball team
this Spring and a more active tennis club. Tnat is if the intramurals go over.
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To Close Home Season With Ohio Bobcats
Crowemen To Meet
Undefeated 0 h i o
University · S t a r s

l

Musl\.eteers Who Will Face Ohio U.

The prospect of avenging an
early season shellacking on Ohio
University's home floor in Athens will goad the Musketeers
Saturday night when they play
their second game of the .season
with the Bobcats on the fieldhouse court.
Undefeated against Ohio competition and practically assured
of 1at least a share in the championship of the Buckeye Conference, the Bobcats will invade
Cindnnati confident of repeating
their early-season scoring spree.
The Ohioans, coached by BranThese Musketeers are slated for action against Ohio U.
don T. ·(Butch) Grover, dean of
Ohio's cour.t ment-Ors, feature the They are from left to right: Frank Kucia, Will Ferguson,
sharp-shooting of Nich Lalich, Charles McEvoy; Joe Kruse.
junfor· center, who last season
led the scorers in the State and - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - seems headed for similar honors
these principles in the conduct ican history be required for gradthis season.
I
of their lives and then g-0 to the uation from a Catholic university
Stars Of Team
earner and gesticulate is cow- in the Un1ted States.
John Makolas at guard, Gene
ardice?
Rinta as his running mate, and
C 0
'
The man in the street will say
George Shingle and Red Hood at
it:
forwards eomplete the Bobcats'
star.ting line-up.
S
p
h•
M 8 would be interest in questions in ":Bless you, d ear f e11ow, you
All of the Bobcats except treet• reac ing
U t the state of formation examined may mean well enough. But why
. 1e are JUmors.
· ·
Th e f ormer B e Back e d By Cath OI"IC according to the particufar. de - must
bark
at call
us?
Sh mg
yourcome
own and
people
who
Go to you
is a sophomore and had developtached equipment which a co1- themselves Christians. Go to the
Several mJnor changes have
ed into one of the stars of the Life And Knowledge.
lege provides.
pot-.bellies who have water for
team.
Full Of Question
sinew and stone for heart. They been made in the calendar for
The reThe Musketeers may be '1ihe
The campus is full CYf such made us the dogs we are, dirty, the second semester.
team to stop the Bobcats. They
BY ROBERT H. FOX
questions. Not so long .ago some- radical. We will go to your treat scheduled for immediately
will b!ave th~ psychological adCultiv-a:ted people sometimes one came to this co)lege ·and ask- churches if we want ireligion. after the examinations has been
vantage of bemg the under~og wonder why among men in ihard ed for volunteei·s for street Your fevers are misdi.rected and postponed until from the 22nd
to the 24th CYf March inclusive.
and s~ould make the game an m- practical routine any mention of preaching. From the response supel'flous."
Because of the great amount of
'1:e~estmg o?e from the spectators' college deba.ting will invariably we must judge that the majority
Pleasing
time lost duTing the flood· and
pomt of ~iew. .
.
produce a deep horse laugh. of students were of a certain
. Following therr tus~le a~ai~st May.be such a comic reputation opm10n. 'f.herefoxe rwe suggest
Still there are other questions. the necessity for making it ·up
the Bobcats, the Muskies will m- is undeserved. But deserved or this proposition:
How pleasant it would lbe to regular classes will .be held on
Washington's Birthday, Februvade the University of Kentucky undeserved doubtless ;there is ~esolved: Tihat street '.!?reaching have a discussi-0n like this:
campus at Lexington to close some relation between this rep- m a co1:1z:t:y w~ere ipubhc assem:- Resolved: Thait scholi;istic p'.hil-0- ary 22, and President's Day, Febtheir season against the Wildcats. utation . and the .topics ithat are bly ~aciJftles .are ope~ to all de- ~ophy as now taught lS den;oral- ruary 23. The Easter. Recess will
The Muskies figure to have the chosen for collegiate debates. nommations is unethical.
izmg to character and detr1men- begin on March 25, after the
General Communion and services
best chance of their three year- ;pe·rhaps they would ibe more in- . Caz: they say, sine~ men aTe tal to success. .
..
.
.old competiiion with the ~exing- teresting affairs if the questions free, if th~y ha;re ~he m?ards, to
And surely th~ afl'.1rmi;t:ve in BellaTmine Chapel following
the Retreat. Classes will be reton hardwo.oders and as a con- were not already .thrashed out assert thei~ iprmciples m . every ought to prove then· po~t m,
sequence a large crowd of Cin- 'by men in a logical position to phase of hvmg, ithat to ignore Resolved: 'Ilhat a course m Mex- sumed on March 29, at 8: 30 A.
cinnatians are e~pected to be in meet them and ['educed to legal
the gallery, it being "Migration ·technicalities wherein all the 'ar~EY11<S MIGi.l"r'Y WELL, l'LL RISK
IF YOU START
Day" by a special proclamation guments are already accepted or
THAT INCONVENIENCE WITH 'THE
SWEET SMOi.::'ING
Qf the Studen'1: Council.
denied ·by alert people.
There
TO SAVE: M'7'5ELI= 'N 0 - BITE I
ALL RIGl-IT. BUT

Necess1ty
• F or L•fe I·n

A c rd With Principle Cited

..

Easter Week Set
As Neiv Date Of
Annual Retreat

CORNCOBS DON'T

LAST.LONG!

Elet Hall Meet
Gets Under Way
First the flood. and its ravages tack with two baskets and two
ancl now the Elet Hall Elemina- free throws. Fritz "Fort Wayne"
Nebel scored eight of the nine
tion: Basketball T o u 1· n am en t. Stoker points-the big hero.
What next?
The final holacaust saw the
Amid the moans of the injured Cashiers despite a physical batand vanquished the scorekeeper tering short change the Snoozers
15-3. Len Don1in, the chute man,_
tolled off the following results of outslept the Snoozers and played
the first days hostilities: Wrest- possum for four baskets. Ja~
lers 10, Jokers 5; Ringers 13, Sto- "Tonsils" Sheridan chipped in a
basket and charity toss.
kers 9; Cashiers 15, Snoozers 3.
Next Sunday the semi-final and
By doing a "Floyd Gibbons at
the Front," your scribe managed final rounds will be played. The
Ringers will stand by while the
to ferret out a somewhat discus- Wrestlers trade holds with the
sive or disgusting, as you will, Cashiers in the semi-finals. They
meet the winner in the final.
story of the tides of battle.
The Wrestlers led by "Ali
Baba" Darragh and "Man Moun·
tain" Elder grabbed a headlock
on the· Jokers and 1·uined their
sense of humor 10-5. "Poppy"
Baker managed to get his snout
The Heidelberg German C1ub
into the affair and abetted the held its monthly meeting last
groaners with. a fancy bleat night at the Palace Hotel with
which netted him one technical most of the members attending.
-the first since the days of The amendment of the 'Constitution of the club which was sug"Czar" Reis.
gested at former sessions became
"Slim" Slattery and 'Bonnie" officially effective at this meeting
Burke laughed it all off with a when the initial dues was taken
bucket apiece.
up.
SECOND ATTACK
The ~eeti~g consisted of ~n
·
open dIScussion on past affars m
· In the second attack the Ring- Germany and of several speakers dragged the Stokers of the] ers that included Robert Meyers
coals 13-9. "Curly" Moore of Clef Vincent Beckman, Don M. Mid~
.Club fame paced· the Ring~r at~ dendor and George Clephane .

IHE iONGUE:·8ITING "TOBACCOWORK OF 8R!::AK1"1G PRINCEi\LBER'I'
1"1 A TOUGHER
-THE BREAKI
KIND OF PIPS
·IN PROCE:SS
Wll-L SEEM EASY
ENOUGH

·i·~.

T
~~.

German Club
Meeting Held

.

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Smoke 20 fra11rant plpef.i°fa of Prince Albert. If you don't find It the mellow•
ost, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
reat of the tobacco In It to us at any time within a month from this date, and
we will refund full purchaoa price, plua postaire.

50

plpefuh of fra·
grant tobacco in
every 2·ounce tin
of Prlncie Albert

i>11ncE'AiiERT~~~r~~~
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Alumni D·ef er Jones To Sp~ak
P.r o d ·u ct ion 0 f At 'Evidenc~ Guild'
"The First Legion"
Casting Had Begun But
Inability To Evade
Conflicts Forced Post·
ponement.
Plans of the Xavier Alumni to
give a four-night performance_ in
.
·
E
tt La
•
Cincmna~1
of
mme
. very s
outstanding play, "The First Legion" have been temporarily
aba~dont'!d Leo Koester, production manager, said this week.
Casting_ layouts had been held
under the dir~ction of M~. Louis
~· Feldhaus,. instructor m Enghsh at Xavier and Professor of
world drama at the SchusterMartin School of the Drama.

At the weekly meeting of the
Evidence Guild at St. Xavier
High School Thursday night,
Jack Jones, sophomore, will speak
on "The Relations of Capital and
Labor according to a Catholic
V i e w p o int." Leonard Gartner, who was origlnally scheduled to speak, will be unable to
address the audience because of
a previous engagement.
The
.
.
speakers will ibegm the second
roun?- with Thursday's meeting
and those who began the series
:of talks last fall will again speak.
These meetings are very interesting and the attendance is
steadily i'ncreasi'ng.
·

Photography Work
Continues On Annual

Two Xavier Delegates
Will Attend ·Congress

Dr. Hoffmann, a convert to the
Catholic Church, spoke in Cincinnati several months ago under
the auspices of the "Medievalists." He is an authority on the
economic interpretation of history advocated by Karl Marx and
is a leader in the Agrarian movement in this country. Dr. Hoffman is also a frequent contributor to periodicals, notably ''The
American Review."
Kennedy and Smith will leave
Cincinnati tomorrow afternoon
and return late Sunday night.

(Continued from Page 1)
the chairman.
Dr. Furfey, the principal speakNews office, Wednesday, that the
make-up of the 1937 year .book er, is an internationally known
sociologist, He has studied in
has been virtually completed.
All assignments for forthcom- several American universities and
at the universities of Berlin and
ing activities have been posted Frankfort
in Germany. He holds
and the staff is urged to cooper- the degree, doctor of philosophy.
ate with Leonard c. Griffith, EdPresidential Commission
itor, by prompt action so that
the Musketeer will be on hand
He was commissioned by Pres- •. _,,_,_..,....__ __,.,_...,._,_,.,
ident Herbert Hoover to head a ••·before the end of April.
co
'tt
t
t d
h'ld h Ith
P~
mm1 ee o s u y c l
ea
Individual pictures are, at and protection. A frequent conpresent ibeing taken. The photo- tributor to many of the leading
The favorite barber
graphic work should be conclud- Catholic p'eriodicals in the Unitof the Campus
ed by the first of March, Leo C. eel.States, Dr. Furfey is the author
Voet, Business Manager, said. of several. books on Catholic
3757 Mongomery Road
That remaining class and activi- apologetics and sociology.
XERVAC
ty pictures will be taken next
Father Lord is well known to
Scalp and Hair Treatnients
week, weather permitting, was the students at Xavier Univeralso stated.
sity.
,_,,_._..,....,.,._ _ _ _- 6
It was announced from

Julius Lohr, B. S;

-----------------------------=-----------.:__-~======::::::::::::::~

Alumni Actors
Among those who has been assigned parts were William J.
Dammarrell, Arthur J. Conway,
Frank X. Brearton, Daniel J.
Steible, Charles R. Koch, Frank
R. Waldron, and Charles S.
Blase, members of the Alumni
Association.
Koch arid Blase took part in
the Masque Society production of
"The First Legion" last season
which was acclaimed ,as the outstanding local am~teur performance of the year.
It is planned to resume work
on the play as soon as suitable
production dates can be found.
·The play may be produced during Lent, it was said.

Jf!Jien we sag Chesterfields
are Milderand Better Tasting

it means something...

Sodalists Given
New Activity By
Mission Crusade
(Continued from Page 1)
the Oa tholic Church.
Father Kuhn recommended to
the Sodality that a study be con- .
ducted and symposia be held at
regular intervals concerning communism as a political science, economic system, and national religion.
He recommended that the Sodality use as the basis for its
work a letter sent to all parishes
by His Excellency the Most Rev.
John T. McNicholas, archbishop
of Cincinnati, and which was
later published ill pamphlet form.
Four hundred pamphlets have
been ordered by the Xavier Sodality, Gartner announced. Tomorrow's meeting will be devoted
to a general open-forum discussion on Communism preparatory
to the detailed study that :will be
undertaken by each Sodality in
connection with the Sodality's
latest activity.

April 23 Selected
As Date For
Junior Prom
(Continued from Page 1)
will select'the Queen of the Prom.
The Queen has already been· selected but her name has not yet
been disclosed. She will be escorted by King Joseph Kruse in
the Grand March. The nocturnal
students are cooperating extensively to make the Prom a success and expect to have a large
contingent to pay homage to the
Queen of Xavier University.
Raffle Continues
The sensational raffle has not
been forgotten. The offer of
ticket, breakfast, corsage and garage, is still open at the original
price of five cents per chance
with the special bargan price of
"six for a quarter."
A new drive for patrons will
be initiated next week. Stephari
stated that, although he regretted the postponement, the additional time will be more likely
to insure success.

like fine wines
T

HOUSANDS of casks
of mild, ripe tobacco are
stored away in these modern
Chesterfield warehouses, where
for three long years they become milder and mellower.
Ageing impro'>'es tobacco

Mild, ripe· home-grown and aromatic Turkish tobaccos
•• ·• aged three years • • • make Chesterfield an
outstanding cigarette • • • milder and better-tasting.·

just like it improves fine wine.
Nothing else can take the
place of mild, ripe tobacco.
Nothing can take the place of
three years of ageing if you
want to 11).ake a cigarette that
is milder and better-tasting.
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